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Thermal-hydraulic feedback modeling in Serpent 
 ‚Half-internal‘ universal multi-physics interface 
 
 Four types of interface:  
• piecewise constant distributions on regular meshes (type 1), 
• weighted averages of point-wise values (type 2),  
• a user-defined functional dependence (type 3)  
• unstructured three-dimensional meshes (type 4) 
 
 Enabling the interface implies using the target motion sampling (TMS) 
method 
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Serpent/SCF coupled iteration algorithm 
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𝑇𝑑𝑜𝑝𝑝 = 1 − 𝛼  𝑇𝑓,𝑐 + 𝛼 𝑇𝑓,𝑠 
Channel and sub-
channel level TH 
models possible 
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Relaxation scheme and convergence criteria 









 Convergence checking based on l2 norm 
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Assuring a converged solution 
 Coupled convergence is limited by maximum statistical uncertainty of Monte 
Carlo power tally 
 
→ Global variance reduction, i.e. The Uniform Fission Site method (UFS) 
 
 Testing convergence of fission source: Shannon entropy evaluated on a 
superimposed mesh 
 
 Statistical uncertainty of all coupled fields only available by replica runs 
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How to overcome shortcomings of TMS method? 
 TMS method is limited to cases without 
• Thermal bound scattering 
• Need for treatment of unresolved resonance range 
 
 Most coupled Monte Carlo thermal-hydraulic tools utilize stochastic mixing 
to realize changing cross sections with temperature 
 
 
 U-235 at 550K 
U-235 at 600K 
U-235 at 500K 
f 
1-f 
Let Serpent automatically fall back to stochastic mixing 
where TMS is not applicable 
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Role of majorant cross section with varying 
material density and temperature (1/2) 





𝜉 is a uniformly distributed random variable 










4. Sample velocity and direction of target from Maxwellian distribution, switch 
into target-at-rest frame 
Method only discussed 
for 0K basis CE cross 
sections 
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Role of majorant cross section with varying 
material density and temperature (2/2) 
5. Accept or reject collision point candidate based on 
𝜉 <
Σ𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑛
0𝐾 (𝑟 , 𝐸′)
Σ𝑚𝑎𝑗,𝑛(𝐸)
  
6. Sample reaction type based on nuclide microscopic cross sections 
 
Bound atoms do not 
have a Maxwellian 
velocity distribution 
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Stochastic mixing fall back for TMS 
4. If collision nuclide has no thermal scattering data associated with it 
Sample velocity and direction of target from Maxwellian distribution, switch 
into target-at-rest frame 
 
else 
identify two scattering nuclides with temperatures enclosing the local 
temperature, compute the mixing fraction  and use it to sample which 
scattering nuclide to use, do NOT transform into target-at-rest frame 
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Code verification for stochastic mixing fall back 
 Infinite lattice of 3.65755m 
high fresh UOX 4.2wt% 
fuel pins 
 Two axial water  
zones: 500K and  
600K 
 Fuel temperature 
900K and structures 
at 600K 
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Necessary temperature spacing of S(α,β) 
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Channel TH solution verification case (1/3) 
 Code-to-code benchmark with TRIPOLI/SUBCHANFLOW 
 3x3 minicore from NURISP boron dilution benchmark 
 JEFF 3.1.1 CE nuclear data 
 Coupled convergence <1% for TH fields 
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Channel TH solution verification case (2/3) 
Axial power profile in central 
assembly 
Radial power profiles 
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SSS2/SCF: 11 CPU-months  
 
on Intel Xeon E5-2670, InfiniBand 
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Channel TH solution verification case (3/3) 
 
Axial moderator temperature profile in 
central assembly 
Axial Doppler temperature profile in 
central assembly 
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Sub-channel TH solution verification case (1/3) 
 Code-to-code benchmark with MCNP5/SUBCHANFLOW 
 3x3 minicore from HPMC project, sub-channel 
 JEFF 3.1.1 CE nuclear data 
 Coupled convergence <0.05% for TH fields 
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Sub-channel TH solution verification case (2/3) 
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SSS2/SCF: 11.2 CPU-months  
 
on Intel Xeon E5-2670, InfiniBand 
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Sub-channel TH solution verification case (3/3) 
 Absolute differences in Kelvin for five vertical cuts through minicore 
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Full PWR Core Coupled Monte Carlo Neutron Transport and 
Thermal-Hydraulic Simulation (1/6) 
 Channel and sub-channel TH model of OECD NEA and U.S. NRC PWR 
MOX/UO2 core transient benchmark 
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Full PWR Core Coupled Monte Carlo Neutron Transport and 
Thermal-Hydraulic Simulation (2/6) 
 Neutron transport model  
test with 2D HZP conditions 
 Benchmark based on ENDF/B  
VI 
 SSS2 used ENDF/B VII.0 
 Coupled convergence <0.5%  
TH fields 
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Full PWR Core Coupled Monte Carlo Neutron Transport and 
Thermal-Hydraulic Simulation (3/6) 
5M neutrons per 
cycle, 2000 
active cycles per 
iteration 
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SSS2/SCF CH: 3.7 CPU-years  
SSS2/SCF SBCH: 5.8 CPU-years 
 
on Intel Xeon E5-2670, InfiniBand 
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Full PWR Core Coupled Monte Carlo Neutron Transport and 
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Full PWR Core Coupled Monte Carlo Neutron Transport and 
Thermal-Hydraulic Simulation (5/6) 
Difference in percent assembly power between SSS2/SCF CH and PARCS 2G 
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Full PWR Core Coupled Monte Carlo Neutron Transport and 
Thermal-Hydraulic Simulation (6/6) 
Difference in percent moderator temperature between SSS2/SCF CH and PARCS 
2G 
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Future work 
 Improve numerical performance and scaling of SSS2/SCF 
 Domain decomposition for thermal-hydraulics 
 Validate using NPP measurement data 
 Work on efficient method to achieve converged fission source 
 Extend coupling algorithm to cover burn-up calculations 
 Extend coupling to Serpent‘s dynamic mode (dynSerpent) 
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